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PREFERRED WORK LOCATION

Preferred

WORK LOCATION
( SARAWAKIANS )
56%

City of birth
77.3%

background :
other cities
within sarawak

Outside of Sarawak
but within Malaysia

Among students and employees surveyed online by
SarawakJobs.com, 910 of them are Sarawakians who are employed
and working in Sarawak; and 2385 of them are Sarawakians who are
studying in Sarawak.
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Findings & Analysis :
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Overseas
4%

Fresh Graduates
Employees
The above chart illustrates the relation between fresh graduates
and employees in terms of their preferred work locations to
understand the minds of Sarawakians.
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Our results show that the majority of fresh graduates and employees
surveyed, 56% and 77.3% respectively, have the same mindset,
preferring to work in their hometown city - The No.1 location
for Sarawakians.
Similarly,
the
2nd
popular
location
(“cities within Sarawak”) reached a consensus with 18.5% fresh
graduates and 15%employees surveyed. We can tell from this two
locations that majority of Sarawakians prefer their comfort zones,
choosing to remain to work in Sarawak. Only a small group of fresh
graduates and employees surveyed prefer otherwise. That is, 14%
students and 3.7% employeesprefer to seek job opportunities outside
of Sarawak State but remain within the borders of Malaysia; and 11.5%
students and 4% employees prefer seeking overseas jobs. By
comparing the figures within the small group of fresh graduates and
employees, we noticed that fresh graduates are more willing to venture
outside of Sarawak State, choosing work in other parts of Malaysia or
overseas than the employees.
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